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Light

Light: We can see objects 
because our eyes can sense light.

Dark: Darkness is the absence of light.

Light source:
Some objects emit their own light and 
are sources of light e.g. sun, 
lightbulbs and candles

Transparent: A material that is complet
ely see through so all the light can pass 
through.

Translucent: A material that lets some
light through but not all of it.

Opaque: A material that 
light cannot pass through. You cannot 
see through it.

Shadow: These are formed when an
object blocks light.

Reflect: When light bounces off a
surface.

Mirror: A sheet 
of glass or metal that reflects light.

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/search/light/
https://www.everyschool.co.uk/science-key-stage-2-light.html

Justus Von Liebig (1803 – 1873)
Justus von Liebig was a German chemist. In 1835 
he developed a process for applying a thin layer of 
metallic silver to one side of a pane of clear glass. 
This technique was soon adapted and improved, 
allowing for the mass production of mirrors.

Reflecting LightWhy do we need light?
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“Light brings us the news of the universe.” 
– Sir William Bragg

Sunlight
• The light from the sun 

can be dangerous.
• It can damage our 

eyes.
• We must never look 

directly at the sun.
• We can protect our 

eyes by wearing 
sunglasses or sunhats 
in bright sunlight.

By the end of this unit, 
you’ll know:

• that we need light in order to 
see things and that dark is the 
absence of light

• light is reflected from 
surfaces

• light from the sun can be 
dangerous and that there are 
ways to protect our eyes

• shadows are formed when the 
light from a light source is 
blocked by an opaque object

• how to find patterns in the 
way that the size of shadows 
change.

Shadows are formed when an 
opaque object blocks the 
light.

The child is blocking the sun’s 
light.

We can change the size of 
the shadow by changing the 
position of the:
• light source
• object
• surface where the 

shadow is being made.

Shadows


